**Dansero**

Choreography by: Howard & Anna Hoffman, 305 Williams Drive, Schaumburg Illinois, 60193 Phone 847-891-2383 Release Date 10-3-07 E-mail to Hofdance@aol.com

Music: Dansero by Tommy Garrett
From the CD album Go South Of The Border, Vol. 3
Available from Wal-Mart Music Downloads

Rhythm/Phase: Rumba Phase IV + 1 (Closed Hip Twist)

Footwork: Opposite throughout directions for M (and for W where noted).

Sequence: Intro A A B A C A Ending

---

**INTRODUCTION (4 Measures) . . . .**

[1 & 2] In bfly pos wall w/ lead feet free wait 2 meas;; [3 & 4] Rk sd L, rec R, XLIF of R (W XRIF of L) -; Rk sd R, rec L, XRIF of L (W XLF of R) -;

---

**PART A (8 Measures) . . . .**

(IN BFLY) FULL BASIC;; NEW YKR REV; AIDA LOD; SWITCH ROCK FALL LOD BFLY;


(*) NOTE: First, second, and fourth time we circle back to ptrn bfly wall but the third time thru Part A we circle back to ptrn CP wall setting us up for the Closed Hip Twist.

---

**PART B (8 Measures) . . . .**

ALEMANA;; LARIAT 6;; FENCE LINE REV; CRAB WALKS;; SPOT TURN BFLY;


---

**PART C (16 Measures) . . . .**

CLOSED HIP TWIST; TO A FAN; HOCKEY STICK;; NEW YKR REV; CRAB WALK 3;

(IN BFLY) SIDE WALKS;; CHASE W/ DLBL PEEK-A-BOO BLND BFLY WALL;;

[1] Giving W a slight left side lead with right side stretch to open her out rock side and slightly fwd L, rec R with slight right side lead to lead W to close, cl L to right with slight left side lead to turn W ending with slight right side stretch, -; (W with slight left side stretch turn rf up to 1/2 bk R, rec L turning if up to 1/2, sd R small step swivel 1/4 rf on right touching left to right no weight with slight left side stretch, -)

. . . . ENDING (8 Measures) . . . .
SD CL SD LIFT; BHND SD THRU BFLY; DOOR TWICE;; SD CL SD LIFT; BHND SD THRU BFLY; CUCARACHA LEFT; LUNGE REV, TWIST, POINT LOD;
[8] Twd RLOD and still maintaining bfly pos lunge R, w/ weight still on R twist body to fc LOD, point L twd LOD, -;